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eacli what may be called strictly Individual amoeba*, forming separate units of the animated creation, as much as the man and the bear. But If the two happen to come In contact, what happens ? The two slimy masses Involve one another and coalesce, and the resulting
?	o
amoeba swims away merrily as two gentlemen rolled Into one.
Now in Ms case what became of their individualities : did amoeba, A eat amoeba B, or vice versa, and Is the resulting amoeba a survival of A or of B, or of both or neither of them? And what becomes of the antithesis of * eating or being eaten ? which was so clear and distinct In the highly specialised forms of life, and is so evanescent in the simpler forms? This Illustration may serve to teach us how necessary it is to trace things op to their origins, before expressing too trenchant and confident opinions as to their nature and relations.
In the case of the organic and inorganic worlds the proper course obviously is, not to draw conclusions from extreme and highly specialised instances, but to follow life downwards to its simplest and most primitive form, and matter upwards to the form which approaches most nearly to this form of life. Following matter upwards, we find a regular progression from the simple to the complex. Take the diamond, which is one of the simplest of substances, being merely the crystallised form of a single ultimate element, carbon. It Is extremely hard and extremely stable. Ascending to compounds of two, three, or more elements, we get substances which are more complex and less stable ; and at last we arrive at combinations which involve many elements and are extremely complex. Among these latter substances are some, called colloids, which

